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Report to accompany the Geologic Map of the Cibola Area, La Paz County, 
Arizona, and Imperial County, California

1Brian F. Gootee, 1Philip A. Pearthree, 2P. Kyle House, 1Ann Youberg, 1Jon E. Spencer and 3Brennan O’Connell
1Arizona Geological Survey, 2US Geological Survey, 3Dept. of Geosciences University of Oregon

Introduction

This	geologic	map	and	report	cover	the	entire	Cibola	7	½’	
Quadrangle and the northwestern part of the Cibola SE 
7	½’	Quadrangle,	in	La	Paz	County,	Arizona,	and	Imperial	
County, California (Figure 1). Geologic mapping was done 
on the Arizona part of the map area primarily by Arizona 
Geological	Survey	(AZGS)	personnel,	with	key	observations	
contributed by Brennan O’Connell of the University of 
Oregon. Mapping in California was done primarily by our 
cooperator with U.S. Geological Survey, Kyle House. Geo-
logic	mapping	was	done	under	the	National	Cooperative	
Geologic	Mapping	Program,	as	specified	in	the	National	
Geologic	Mapping	Act	of	1992,	and	was	jointly	funded	by	
the AZGS and the USGS under STATEMAP assistance award 
#	G13AC00374,	and	the	USGS	FEDMAP	project	“Geology	
and Geomorphology of the Lower Colorado River”. Map-
ping	was	compiled	digitally	using	ESRI	ArcGIS	software.		

The primary purpose of this text accompanying the 
geologic map is to more fully describe and explore the 
implications	of	some	of	the	key	geologic	units	that	are	
exposed	in	the	map	area.	Basic	map	unit	descriptions	
are included on the geologic map. Here we focus on the 
fascinating	and	controversial	deposits	associated	with	the	
initial	arrival	and	early	development	of	the	lower	Colorado	
River	(LCR)	in	this	area.	Deposits	of	the	Bouse	Formation	
(Metzger,	1968)	are	particularly	well-exposed	in	the	map	
area,	but	the	Bullhead	Alluvium	(Howard	et	al.,	2015)	is	
also	exposed	extensively.	The	descriptions	and	discussion	
of	the	Bouse	Formation	in	this	report	build	upon	recent	
detailed	work	in	the	area	by	Homan	(2014)	and	O’Connell	
(University	of	Oregon,	oral	and	written	communications),	
and earlier sampling and analyses in this area by Spencer 
and	Patchett	(1997)	and	Roskowski	et	al.	(2010).	We	also	
include all of the references cited on the map at the end of 
this text.

Early Development of the Colorado River

Deposits recording the arrival and early development of 
the Colorado River are remarkably well exposed in the 
map	area.	These	deposits	consist	of	the	Bouse	Formation,	
generally	fine-grained	calcareous	or	siliciclastic	sediment	
deposited in a lacustrine or estuarine environment, and 
the	Bullhead	Alluvium	(Howard	et	al.,	2015),	primarily	

quartz-rich	medium	to	coarse	sand	and	rounded,	exotic	
gravel	recording	a	major	phase	of	aggradation	by	the	early	
through-flowing	Colorado	River.

Bouse	deposits	were	first	systematically	investigated	
and	formally	defined	as	a	geologic	formation	as	part	of	
geohydrology	investigations	along	the	lower	Colorado	
River	(Metzger,	1968;	Metzger	et	al.,	1973;	Metzger	and	
Loeltz,	1973).	These	investigations	described	the	basic	
characteristics	of	the	Bouse	Formation,	including:	(1)	basal	
carbonate	deposits,	consisting	of	limestone,	marl,	tufa	
or	travertine,	and	calcareous	sandstone;	and	(2)	thicker	
fine-grained	siliciclastic	deposits	consisting	of	interbedded	
clay,	silt,	and	quartz-rich	sand	(the	“interbedded	unit”),	
stratigraphically	above	the	basal	carbonate.	The	age	of	the	
northern	Bouse	Formation	is	constrained	to	be	less	than	
5.6	Ma	by	the	presence	of	the	Wolverine	Creek	Tuff	in	
alluvial fan deposits beneath basal Bouse deposits (House 
et	al.,	2008).	The	4.83	Ma	Lawlor	Tuff	is	interbedded	
with basal Bouse carbonate deposits at the Buzzard Peak 
locality southwest of the map area, and near Amboy, 
California	(Spencer	et	al.,	2013;	Miller	et	al.,	2014),	thus	
providing a direct age constrain on some southern Bouse 
deposition.

Based	primarily	on	interpretations	that	some	of	the	
fauna found in southern Bouse deposits were marine 
organisms (e.g., Smith, 1970), and to a lesser degree 
on	interpretations	of	sedimentary	environments	(e.g.,	
Buising,	1990),	the	Bouse	Formation	was	interpreted	to	be	
entirely	marine/estuarine.	This	led	to	the	hypothesis	that	
Bouse deposits record a Neogene marine incursion up the 
Colorado	River	Valley	generally	associated	with	rifting	in	
the	Gulf	of	California/Salton	Trough.	Since	Bouse	deposits	
are	found	as	high	as	560m	above	sea	level	in	northern	
Mohave	Valley,	this	was	used	as	evidence	for	substantial	
Pliocene-Quaternary	uplift	of	the	entire	region,	increasing	
to	the	north	(Lucchitta,	1979).	Strontium	ratios	from	the	
Bouse carbonate deposits are quite close to modern 
Colorado River water and are not close to marine values, 
however.	This	led	Spencer	and	Patchett	(1997)	to	propose	
an	alternative	hypothesis	wherein	the	Bouse	Formation	
was deposited in a series of progressively lower lakes 
filled	by	the	developing	Colorado	River	as	it	made	its	way	
south. They suggested that apparently marine fauna in 
the southern Bouse (Blythe) basin were introduced into a 
large, saline lake by avian transport from the nearby Gulf 
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of	California.	Subsequent	work	has	supported	and	fleshed	
out	the	lacustrine	model	(Spencer	et	al.,	2008;	House	et	
al.,	2008;	Roskowski	et	al.,	2010;	Spencer	et	al.,	2013),	and	
pointed	to	the	fairly	obvious	conclusion	that	the	siliciclastic	
Bouse	deposits	partially	filling	these	lake	basins	were	
supplied	almost	entirely	by	the	Colorado	River	(Pearthree	
and	House,	2014).	Some	recent	paleontological	studies,	
however, have again concluded that the southern Bouse 
Formation	was	deposited	entirely	or	in	part	in	an	estuary	
(Miller	et	al.,	2013;	McDougall	and	Miranda-Martinez,	
2014).	Based	on	analysis	of	micropaleontology	and	oxygen	
and carbon isotope values, Bright et al. (in press) have 
proposed	that	stratigraphically	lowest	Bouse	deposits	in	

the Cibola area record a saline lacustrine system, followed 
by	an	open	lacustrine	system	after	the	lake	overtopped	and	
spilled	to	the	south.	Homan	(2014)	and	Dorsey	(University	
of	Oregon,	written	and	oral	communications)	believe	
that	Bouse	deposits	in	the	Cibola	area	record	2	separate	
lacustrine	or	marine	inundations,	with	an	interval	of	
subaerial	Colorado	River	deposition	between	them.	Thus,	
controversy	regarding	the	depositional	environment(s)	
recorded	by	the	Bouse	Formation	continues	unabated.

Post-Bouse	deposition	associated	with	a	through-flowing	

Colorado	River	is	recorded	by	a	thick	sequence	of	fluvial	
sand,	rounded	gravel	with	common	exotic	clasts,	and	
lesser amounts of silt and clay. These deposits have long 
been	recognized	(e.g.,	Metzger	et	al.,	1973;	Metzger	
and	Loeltz,	1973;	House	et	al.,	2008),	and	more	recently	
have been described more fully and formally named the 
Bullhead	Alluvium	(Howard	et	al.,	2015).	The	Bullhead	
Alluvium consists of a suite of primarily quartz-rich sand 
and rounded, far-traveled river gravel in erosional contact 
with	Bouse	deposits	and	interfingered	with	tributary	
alluvial fan deposits. These deposits are exposed all along 
the LCR from the mouth of Grand Canyon to the modern 
delta, are much coarser than typical Bouse deposits or 

late Pleistocene and younger river deposits, and have 
sedimentological	characteristics	consistent	with	subaerial	
deposition	in	a	major	river	system.	Thus,	they	are	the	
earliest	unequivocal	evidence	of	a	through-flowing	LCR	
(Metzger	and	Loeltz,	1973;	House	et	al.,	2008;	Howard	
et	al.,	2015).	Detrital	zircon	age	analyses	of	sand	samples	
from Bullhead deposits are quite similar to samples of 
modern Colorado River deposits, implying that the early 
LCR	drained	a	similar	watershed	(Kimbrough	et	al.,	2015).	
Farther north along the LCR, the age of Bullhead Alluvium 
is constrained to be early Pliocene based on the presence 

Figure 1. Outline of the map area including all of the Cibola 7.5’ Quadrangle (white rectangle) and northwestern part of the Cibola SE 
7.5’	Quadrangle	(white	polygon	to	east).	Key	geographic	features	mentioned	in	the	text	are	labeled.
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of	the	3.6-4.2	Ma	tuff	of	Artists	Drive	high	in	the	Bullhead	
section	at	several	localities,	and	the	3.3	Ma	Nomlaki	tuff	
in	deposits	that	post-date	maximum	Bullhead	aggradation	
(House	et	al.,	2008;	Howard	et	al.,	2015).	Bullhead	deposits	
obviously	record	a	major	period	of	aggradation	by	the	
Colorado River in the early Pliocene. Both the thickness 
and the coarseness of the Bullhead Alluvium indicate that 
it represents an early pulse of anomalously high sediment 
supply	in	the	Colorado	River	watershed	(House	et	al.,	2008;	
Howard	et	al.,	2015).

Stratigraphy and Sedimentology of Deposits 
Related to the Early Colorado River

The	following	are	more	expansive	descriptions	of	subunits	
of	the	Bouse	Formation	than	those	included	on	the	
map	sheet.	In	addition,	we	offer	interpretations	of	the	
depositional	environments	of	these	units	and	propose	a	
scenario	of	a	transgressive	filling	of	the	southern	Bouse	
basin and subsequent regression as the water level 
progressively lowered due to spillover and erosion of the 
southern	outlet	of	the	basin.	We	also	summarize	evidence	
for	syn-	and	post-Bouse	deformation	within	the	map	
area,	and	finally,	consider	the	stratigraphic	relationships	
between Bouse, Bullhead, and tributary fan deposits.

Basal Bouse gravel unit (Tbg)

The basal gravel unit consists of greenish, yellow, or 
light orange, locally derived, subangular to well-rounded 
pebbles and cobbles with sand lenses, and locally fairly 
thick sand beds with minor gravel, all found at or near 
the	base	of	the	Bouse	Formation.	Deposits	of	this	unit	
apparently	are	discontinuous,	although	this	may	be	at	
least	in	part	to	discontinuous	exposures,	and	they	certainly	
vary in thickness. Locally gravel and sand deposits are 
interbedded with resistant marl, calcareous siltstone 
and	bioclastic	limestone	(unit	Tbcb).	The	locally	derived	
siliciclastic	sediment	ranges	from	small	boulders,	cobbles	
and pebbles to 1+ m thick sand beds. Some beds of 
concentrated coarse gravel are likely lags winnowed by 
wave	action.	Other	deposits	include	moderate	to	well-
sorted, well-rounded, cross-bedded beach and nearshore 
deposits	(Figure	2).	Moderately	large	amplitude	foreset	
and backset bedding is evident in some outcrops. In a few 
locations	we	have	observed	in-place	or	reworked	cobble	to	
small boulder sized chunks of tufa in the basal gravels. At 
several	localities	sandstone	contains	branching,	cylindrical	
limestone	structures	5-20	mm	across,	most	of	which	
are	filled	with	sediment	but	some	of	which	are	hollow.	
These	may	be	Thalassinoides	(shrimp	burrows;	written	
comm.,	Steve	Hasiotis,	University	of	Kansas)	or	Scoyenia	
(freshwater	crustacean	burrows;	Buatois	and	Mangano,	
2007),	or	tufa	structures	where	groundwater	seeped	into	
bottom-water	and	carbonate	precipitation	occurred	in	the	

zone of water mixing. 

Figure 2.	Left:	Cross-bedded	beach	gravels	about	2	m	thick	
bed, unit Tbg, interbedded with Bouse marl unit Tbcm in 
Cibola	Wash.	Right:	Moderately	sorted	and	rounded	clasts	of	
leucogranite	in	a	calcarenite	matrix.	Lower:	Coarse,	subangular	
to subrounded, oxidized local gravel from beneath the basal 
carbonate	unit	(block	has	fallen	from	outcrop	and	is	flipped	
over).
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Prominent	sections	of	this	unit	are	exposed	in	the	southern	
part of the map on both sides of the Colorado River 
floodplain,	and	in	the	Cibola	SE	Quadrangle,	particularly	in	
steep, high banks of washes but also as eroded remnants 
on ridges. Outcrops of this unit too small to be mapped 
are found throughout the mapping area at the base of, 
or interbedded with, overlying carbonate deposits. Tbg 
outcrops	have	been	found	from	80-230	m	above	sea	level	
(asl). 

We	interpret	these	gravel	deposits	to	be	reworked	alluvial	
fan-toe and detached gravel bar deposits in beach and 
nearshore environments. Gravel was transported into the 
standing	water	by	tributary	floods,	or	was	cannibalized	
from	existing	fan	deposits	as	the	water	level	rose.	Local	
coarse gravel lag deposits at the top of Tbg outcrops 
probably	resulted	from	erosional	winnowing	of	fines	by	
near-shore	wave	action.	Because	these	are	shoreline	or	
nearshore	deposits	and	are	found	essentially	throughout	
the	altitude	range	where	Bouse	deposits	are	exposed	or	
preserved in the map area, and they are at or near the 
base	of	the	Bouse	section	wherever	they	are	found,	these	
deposits	must	record	a	rising	water	level	/	transgressive	
sequence. Interbedding of gravel and limestone or marl 
beds	(Figure	2)	may	indicate	temporary	declines	in	water	
level,	or	lateral	shifts	in	the	supply	of	coarse	tributary	
sediment to the shoreline.

Carbonate unit (Tbc)

The	lower	portion	of	the	Bouse	Formation	above	the	basal	
gravels consists of several types of carbonate-rich deposits, 
including	tufa	or	travertine,	bioclastic-rich	limestone,	and	
resistant and less resistant, generally thinly bedded marl. 
Where	outcrops	of	Bouse	carbonate	deposits	are	relatively	
thick and extensively exposed, they are subdivided into the 
units	described	below.	We	employ	the	more	general	unit	
Tbc where carbonate deposits are thin toward the basin 
margins,	or	where	they	have	been	investigated	in	less	
detail. In upper piedmont areas, including all exposures 
above	160	m	asl,	the	top	of	Tbc	deposits	is	an	erosional	
unconformity, overlain by unit Tbz (discussed below) or 
Pliocene to Quaternary fan deposits, or the eroded surface 
is uncovered. In exposures closer to the valley axis where 
Tbc	deposits	grade	upward	into	Bouse	siliciclastic	deposits	
(unit Tbs), the base of Tbc is not exposed. Therefore, the 
original thickness of carbonate deposits across the basin is 
not	known,	but	the	thickest	exposed	Tbc	section	reported	
by	Homan	(2014)	is	about	20	m.

Travertine or Tufa unit (Tbct)

Unit	Tbct	consists	of	massive	to	layered,	dense	travertine-
carbonate,	commonly	referred	to	as	“tufa”	(Metzger	et	al.,	
1973)	or	probably	more	appropriately,	“basal	encrusting	

carbonate”	(Homan,	2014).	This	unit	is	most	extensive	(and	
thus is a mappable unit) where it encrusts and is draped 
on gently to steeply sloping paleo-hillslopes formed on 
bedrock and colluvium. Outcrops range from massive 
intact layers to coarse boulder and cobble rubble. Smaller 
travertine	aggregations	locally	coat	underlying	basal	gravel	
(Tbg) or form fairly thin beds of limited extent in other 
basal carbonate units, but these are too small to represent 
on	the	map.	Reworked	chunks	of	travertine	ranging	in	
caliber from cobbles to small boulders are common. 
They	are	found	within	basal	gravel	deposits,	bioclastic	
limestone and calcareous sandstone deposits, and in the 
upper	bioclastic	unit	(discussed	below),	and	are	common	
locally in Pliocene to Quaternary fan deposits. Areas with 
small	aggregations	and	reworked	travertine	chunks	are	not	
mapped separately. 

Travertine	is	commonly	moderately	fossiliferous	
although recrystallized into massive, dense carbonate 
and	weathered	chemically;	thus,	travertine	surfaces	are	
commonly	covered	with	pits	and	cavities.	Forms	include	
thin to fairly thick plates, convex-upward, concentrically 
layered hemispherical domes or algal mounds with 0.1-
1	m	of	local	relief	(Figure	3).	Algal	spongy	and	fibrous	
textures are common. Less common are small-scale shelf 
and	riser	mammillary	structures	suggestive	of	travertine	
accumulation,	possibly	in	localized	pools	or	in	the	shallow	
subsurface	near	the	shoreline.	Carbonate	with	travertine	
encrusts boulders and cobbles on pre-Bouse fanglomerate 
or unit Tbg, and crystalline carbonate penetrates fractures 
and colluvium overlying bedrock on paleo-hillslopes. 
Encrusting	carbonate	ranges	from	a	few	cm	to	2	m	thick.	
Subrounded clasts of Tbct are found incorporated in 
Tbct,	Tbg,	and	basal	bioclastic	limestone	(unit	Tbcb),	
indicating	travertine	deposits	existed	in	or	near	the	beach	
environment, and some chunks were dislodged and 
reworked	into	adjacent	deposits.	The	color	of	travertine	
ranges	from	a	light	to	dark	gray.	At	two	localities	east	of	Big	
Fault	travertine	has	a	dark	gray	to	black	color,	probably	due	
to	manganese	mineralization	following	deposition	of	the	
Bullhead	Formation	(Spencer	and	Pearthree,	2015).	

Exposures of Tbct have been found throughout the 
mapping	area,	ranging	from	about	80	m	asl	along	the	
margin	of	the	Colorado	River	floodplain	in	California	to	
275	m	asl	on	the	flank	of	the	Trigo	Mountains	near	Crazy	
Woman	Wash.

We	interpret	the	encrusting	carbonate	deposits	as	
shoreface and perhaps nearshore beach-welded 
travertine-carbonate.	In	detail,	these	deposits	are	found	
in	a	variety	of	settings,	including	both	convex	and	concave	
paleotopography along bedrock mountain slopes, so their 
deposition	is	likely	primarily	the	result	of	interaction	of	
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section	in	many	areas.	Bioclastic	limestone	and	resistant	
marl	beds	are	relatively	resistant	to	erosion,	and	outcrops	
commonly	form	gently	dipping	surfaces	in	valley	bottoms,	
or	that	disaggregate	to	form	flaggy	limestone	plates	that	
mantle	downslope	areas.	There	are	generally	2	types	of	
deposits	in	this	unit:	
(1)	Pale	gray	to	tan,	generally	thin-bedded	bioclastic	
calcarenite limestone, typically containing abundant 
barnacle and other shell fragments and, locally, 
subrounded pebbles and cobbles primarily of local 
volcanic and crystalline rocks. Locally this unit includes 
up to 5m-high, paleo-slope facing, planar and indurated 
cross beds (Figure 4) that likely represent nearshore and 
beach	deposits.	Fossiliferous	skeletal	bioclastic	hash	beds	
are	found	adjacent	to	moderately-sloping	bedrock	with	
bedding dips up to 35°, in a few places underlain by or 
interbedded	with	travertine.	Ripple	cross	beds	are	also	
present	are	in	sets	3-8	cm	thick	(Figure	5).	Tbcb	deposits	
are fossiliferous with macro-fossils including ostracodes, 
barnacles, oncoids, pisoids, charophytes, clams and 
gastropods. Intraclasts of micrite, microbial algae and 
charophyte-coated grains (commonly clam halves) are 
associated	with	nearshore	or	beach-bioclastic	facies	and	
unit Tbg. At many horizons fossil hash grains are reworked 
and coated as irregular concentrically-layered pisoids 
and	less	commonly	oncoids.	Bioclastic	limestone	beds	
are	found	at	the	base	of	the	carbonate	section	in	some	
areas, and are more common and extensive a few meters 
higher	in	the	section.	Where	bioclastic	limestone	beds	are	
found	at	or	near	the	base	of	the	carbonate	section,	they	
likely	represent	shoreline/beach	deposits;	where	similar	
deposits	are	found	stratigraphically	above	and	locally	
interbedded with resistant marl beds (described below), 
they	likely	represent	shallow	off-shore	bioclastic	bar	or	
shoal deposits.

(2)	Resistant	white,	tan/pink	silty	clay	marl	dominated	
by	alterations	of	silty	resistant	marl	with	clay	recessive	
marl;	typically	the	more	silty	beds	are	1-3	cm	thick,	with	

carbonate-rich water with bounding geologic units, but 
microbially-induced	precipitation	of	carbonate	may	be	an	
important	factor	(Pedley	et	al.,	2009).	Locally,	springs	fed	
by	groundwater	flow	from	the	adjacent	mountains	may	
have	contributed	to	tufa-travertine	formation.	Encrusting	
carbonate deposits likely formed primarily during a 
transgressive	phase	as	they	are	the	stratigraphically	lowest	
Bouse carbonate deposits in most areas, or are the only 
preserved Bouse deposits higher in the landscape, but 
they may also have accumulated during a subsequent 
regression.

Bioclastic limestone and resistant marl unit (Tbcb)

Bioclastic	limestone,	resistant	marl	beds,	and	minor	
travertine	form	the	lower	part	of	the	Bouse	carbonate	

Figure	3.	In-situ,	concentrically-layered	and	radiating	algal	
mound textures with overlying layered calcarenite. Photo taken 
from	Lime	Kiln	Wash	north	of	the	mapping	area.	Right:	curious	
flow	texture	in	tufa	near	the	west	edge	of	the	Cibola	Quadrangle	
in	California,	at	~85m	asl.	Bottom:	in-place	and	nearly	in-place	
coarse vesicular gray tufa rubble mantling gentle bedrock paleo-
hillslope	on	the	west	flank	of	the	northern	Trigo	Mountains	in	
the	Cibola	SE	Quadrangle,	at	about	245m	asl.
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interbedded more clay rich 1 mm – 3 cm thick. Bedding 
surfaces	are	often	wavy	and	irregular,	with	some	pinch	and	
swell. These marl beds tend to be slightly less resistant 
than	bioclastic	limestone	beds,	but	are	much	
more resistant than the overlying upper marl 
deposits. In many areas the lower marl unit rests 
directly on underlying gravel or sand of unit 
Tbg,	or	fan	deposits	that	show	little	evidence	
of	reworking	by	wave	action	(unit	Tfg1).	Locally,	
the marl unit is interbedded with coarse locally-
derived gravel, unit Tbg, with 1-5 cm clasts 
forming	cross-beds	up	to	2	m	thick.	Gravel	beds	
are most common near the base where the unit 
rests on older alluvial-fan deposits (map unit 
Tfg1).	Bioclastic	content	in	the	marl	increases	
towards the bedrock margin and may represent 
a nearshore facies. These resistant marl beds 
were probably deposited in near-shore areas that 
were	subject	to	oscillating	wave	action,	but	were	
generally	protected	from	strong	wave	action	by	off-shore	
bars or shoals. 

Locally, some beds of this unit are moderately 
to	intensely	deformed;	this	deformation	clearly	
occurred	during	or	shortly	after	deposition	
(soft-sediment	deformation),	as	it	is	confined	to	
certain	beds	within	sequences	(Figure	6).

Outcrops of unit Tbcb have been found from 75 
m	asl	above	the	Colorado	River	floodplain	near	
the	southern	edge	of	the	map	to	as	high	as	222	
m	asl	on	the	west	flank	of	the	Trigo	Mountains	
between	Hart	Mine	and	Crazy	Woman	Wash.

Upper Marl unit (Tbcm)

The upper marl unit consists of a white to 
pale yellowish tan clayey and chalky marl and 
calcareous siltstone. Calcareous siltstone is 

typically	friable	and	forms	flaggy	bedding,	whereas	white	
marl (silty limestone micrite) is resistant to weathering and 

forms protruding beds generally 5-30 cm thick. There are 
at	least	2	marl	subunits.	(1)	White	clay	to	silty-clay	chalky	
marl contains both paper shale thin beds (3-10 cm) of very 

thinly laminated (1-3 mm) clay, to thick massive 
beds of white marl with no internal structure 
or	lamination.	(2)	Light	green-yellow	marl	with	
interbeds	of	recessive	~20-50	cm	thick	fissile	
marl beds coupled with 3-30 cm beds of more 
massive resistant marl. In most areas unit Tbcm 
is	whitish	transitioning	upward	into	yellowish	
calcareous siltstone (Figure 7). In axial parts of 
the valley, the marl unit grades conformably 
up into and is interbedded with the overlying 
siliciclastic	green	and	red	mudstones	of	unit	
Tbs. Yellow siltstone may or may not be present 
in	this	transition	zone	between	Tbcm	and	
Tbs.		Ostracodes,	foraminifera	and	fish	fossils	
are	commonly	found	in	this	unit	(Smith,	1970;	
McDougall	and	Miranda-Martinez,	2014;	Bright	
et al., in press). 

Figure	4.	Planar-wedge	cross-bedded	calcarenite	bioclastic	facies	of	unit	
Tbcb	in	Hart	Mine	Wash	area.

Figure 5. Stack of cross-bedded calcarenite in unit Tbcb. 

Figure	6.	Thurst	sheet	complex	in	lower	marl	unit.	Note	horizontal	bedding	
below and above deformed horizon.  
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White	calcareous	siltstone	locally	contains	selenite	gypsum	
beds up to 5 cm thick with crystals generally oriented 
perpendicular to bed margins and are possibly primarily. 
Locally, sliding within unit at low angles, presumably 
before sediments were consolidated, has produced a zone 
of bed shortening with mesoscale thrust duplexes. 

Mapped outcrops of unit Tbcm range from 70 m asl along 
the	margin	of	the	Colorado	River	floodplain,	where	the	

base	is	not	exposed,	to	at	least	160	m	asl	north	of	Hart	
Mine	Wash.	In	addition,	we	have	found	small,	~1	m	thick	
exposures of thinly bedded, not very resistant marl over 
thin	bioclastic	limestone	and	tufa-travertine	layers	as	high	
as	182	m	asl	north	of	Hart	Mine	Road.	These	deposits	
should perhaps be considered unit Tbcm, but because of 
their small size they are mapped as unit Tbc.

We	interpret	the	clay	marl	as	having	been	deposited	from	
carbonate	precipitation,	suspension,	and	settling	on	the	
lake	bottom	below	storm-weather	wave	base,	in	a	low-
energy	to	quiet-water	setting.	Carbonate	precipitation	
likely	occurred	in	shallow	water	and	settled	to	the	
bottom	(Bright	et	al.,	in	press).	Thrust	sheet	blocks	and	

duplexes	in	the	marl	at	several	localities	indicate	this	unit	
was	deposited	on	slopes	with	low	angles	sufficient	for	
subaqueous	landslides	during	or	shortly	after	deposition.	

Siliciclastic unit (Tbs)

Siliciclastic	deposits	of	unit	Tbs	or	subunits	consist	of	pale	
grayish green, light yellow, tan, or pale reddish brown 
friable	siltstone	and	mudstone	and	tan	to	light	pink	fine	
quartz-rich sand. In general, the sand content of unit 

Tbs	increases	higher	in	the	section,	although	we	have	
observed	fairly	thick	beds	of	predominantly	fine	sand	
lower	in	exposed,	deformed	sections	on	the	Palo	Verde	
piedmont. In some areas on the Arizona side of the river, 
we	subdivide	siliciclastic	deposits	into	sand-dominated	
(Tbss)	and	mud-dominated	(Tbsm)	facies	(Figure	8).	
Homan	(2014)	portrayed	the	siliciclastic	deposits	as	a	
reasonably consistent sequence of green mud, red mud, 
and Colorado River sandstone and minor mudstone. Based 
on	our	observations,	sequences	like	this	are	exposed	
extensively	in	Arizona	from	Hart	Mine	Wash	to	near	the	
southern edge of the map. In exposures of unit Tbs in 
California,	color	and	grain-size	variations	are	much	more	
complex,	with	alternating	green	and	reddish	brown	mud	
beds, and quartz-rich sand beds exposed fairly low in 
exposed	sections.	Mass-movement	structures	such	as	
thrusting,	slumping,	shearing,	and	overturned	folding	are	
common in these deposits, and include components of 
sand-dominated and underlying green and brown clay and 
silt beds. Many individual beds exhibit extensive z-folding 
and shortening, whereas beds above and below exhibit 

Figure 7.		Upper	portion	of	Tbcm,	yellow	flaggy	calcareous	
siltstone,	gradationally	overlain	by	green	and	red	mudstone,	
unit Tbs. A low-angle thrust or normal detachment surface 
in the marl is suspected  near top of talus cones, because 
underlying, nearly horizontal strata are truncated at the contact 
with the overlying strata that dip gently to the west (right side 
of photo).
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little	to	no	deformation.	Thus,	the	internal	stratigraphy	of	
Tbs beds in this area has likely been extensively disrupted. 
Exposures	of	Tbs	range	from	about	70-160	m	asl.	

Mud-rich facies (unit Tbsm) commonly consist of green 
and light red-brown silt and claystone. This unit is 
commonly	conformable	and	gradational	with	underlying	
marl	unit	Tbcm,	and	transitions	upward	into	brown	
mudstone.	In	a	few	outcrops	relatively	near	the	basin	
margins,	this	unit	includes	thin	beds	bioclastic-supported	
calcarenite	and	quartz	arenite	sand	and	fine	locally-derived	
gravel.	Unit	Tbsm	exhibits	varying	degrees	of	alteration	
and color change, but generally the lower elements are 
greenish in color, and upper elements are reddish brown 
to	tan.	Mudstone	contains	selenite	gypsum	filling	in	
fractures	across	bedding.	White	septarian	nodules	are	
locally abundant, and horizons in the mudstone have been 
partially	or	completely	silicified	with	silica	and	iron	oxides.	
Color ranges from green gray to reddish brown generally 
into	horizontal	zones	although	discoloration	can	be	found	
in	vertical	and	discontinuous	zones.		

Unit Tbss is overall pale reddish tan to light yellow-
brown,	very	fine	to	medium-grained,	very	well-sorted,	
thinly laminated to massive-bedded, generally weakly 
consolidated, and quartz rich (Figure 9). Sand grains are 
generally subrounded to rounded and moderately well 
sorted. Unit Tbss facies is interbedded with and grades 
laterally into reddish brown silt and clay. Sedimentary 
structures include abundant cross-laminated bedding with 
planar	foresets	and	trough	cross-beds	suggestive	of	distal	
low-energy subaqueous environment such as a pro-delta 
turbidite	(Figure	8).	Locally,	sand	beds	contain	rounded	red	
mudstone pebble clasts. 

Siliciclastic	fine-grained	sand	in	unit	Tbss	within	the	
hanging wall of Big Fault was sampled for detrital zircon 
analysis to determine whether the sand was supplied 
by the Colorado River or local tributary drainages. U-Pb 
geochronologic analysis of 94 zircon grains from sand 
collected	on	the	north	side	of	Big	Fault	wash.	Statistical	
analysis by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test using 
CDF errors, P value >0.05) indicates that the Bouse 
Formation	sand	sample	is	statistically	indistinguishable	
from Pliocene Colorado River sands (Bullhead alluvium 
plus	Fish	Creek	delta,	591	zircons	from	6	samples),	
Bullhead	Alluvium	(112	zircons	from	2	samples),	and	
Pliocene-Pleistocene Colorado River delta sands (479 
zircons	from	4	samples)	(Spencer	et	al.,	2015;	Pliocene	
Colorado	River	data	from	Kimbrough	et	al.,	2015).	Thus,	it	
is clear that the sand found in unit Tbss, and likely most of 
the sand found in undivided Tbs deposits, was supplied by 
the Colorado River.
 

Upper Bioclastic unit (Tbz)

An	“upper	bioclastic	limestone”	was	first	recognized	by	
Homan	(2014),	who	identified	relatively	thin	(<10	m),	
bioclastic-rich	beds	above	carbonate	(Tbc)	or	siliciclastic	
(Tbs)	Bouse	deposits	at	several	stratigraphic	sections	
located in California and Arizona in or near the Cibola 
quadrangle.	We	have	discovered	many	more	exposures	of	
deposits	at	the	top	of	Bouse	sections	that	are	variably	rich	
in	bioclastic	material	in	the	map	area.	We	correlate	these	
with	Homan’s	upper	bioclastic	limestone,	but	because	
the	siliciclastic	content	varies	substantially	both	laterally	
and	vertically	in	these	deposits,	we	use	the	term	“upper	
bioclastic	unit”	(Tbz).	In	most	localities,	the	relationship	
between Tbz deposits and underlying Tbc or Tbs deposits 
is	an	angular	erosional	unconformity.	In	some	localities,	
however,	bioclastic-rich	layers	are	interbedded	with	fine	
siliciclastic	marginal	Tbs	deposits,	implying	a	complex	
relationship	between	Tbz	deposits	and	the	older	parts	of	
the	Bouse	Formation.

Unit	Tbz	has	a	wide	range	of	composition	and	texture,	and	
exhibits	several	lithologic	facies.	Where	Tbz	deposits	are	
conformable and interbedded with unit Tbs, they consist of 
predominantly	siliciclastic	sand	with	<10	to	30%	bioclastic	
calcareous	sand,	and	conglomerate.	Some	portions	within	
this	unit	contain	an	estimated	50	to	90%	moderately-
sorted calcarenite component, commonly restricted to 
individual	beds	in	an	overall	siliciclastic	sequence	of	this	
unit, complexly unconformable and overlying Tbc and Tbs. 
Minor amounts of red-brown mudstone are also present. 
Bedding	of	fine-grained	sand	layers	exhibit	low-angle	
planar and trough cross-bedding. Festoon cross-bedding 
is present between conglomerate beds (Figure 10). In 
the	upper	Cibola	Wash	area,	mud-dominated	deposits	of	
unit	Tbs	interfinger	with	and	grade	upward	into	matrix-
supported	bioclastic-rich	beds	with	abundant	gravel.	
Mud	beds	range	from	5	to	10	cm	thick	and	have	floating	
sub-rounded to rounded cobbles, including rounded tufa-
travertine	clasts	(Figure	11).	Mudcracks	are	present	at	the	
upper surface of many mud beds (Figure 11 and Figure 
12).	Bioclastic	beds	have	a	fine-	to	coarse-grained	texture	
and	exhibit	low-angle	cross-bedding	with	undulating	
bounding surfaces capped with either mud or calcareous 
sand, mm to cm thick. Lateral bedding thickness and 
bounding surfaces does not appear to change over at 
least	10	m	width	of	exposure	suggesting	a	low	gradient	
surface	of	deposition.	Bioclastic	beds	appear	to	be	locally	
carbonate-cemented, weathering into blocky ledges 
that reveal structure and texture of the deposit. In other 
areas	bioclastic	beds	are	not	cemented	and	exhibit	a	
noticeable	quartz-rich	sand	component.	At	two	localities	
in the Palo Verde foothills west of the map area, thin beds 
of calcarenite sand and lithic cobbles are interbedded 
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with	a	thick	mud-rich	facies	of	Tbs	(Figure	13);	these	are	
not mapped separately as Tbz. In exposures where Tbz 
deposits are interbedded with Tbs deposits, gravel content 
increases in percent and thickness toward the basin margin 

and	up-section.	In	upper	Cibola/Marl	and	Quarry/Big	Fault	
exposures gravel is clast-supported and exhibits massive 
to	crude	medium-bedding.	At	these	localities	unit	Tbz	is	
considered	conformable	with	and	gradational	into	the	

Figure	8.	View	of	the	siliciclastic	section	of	the	Bouse	Formation	on	the	south	side	of	Hart	Mine	Wash.	Units	Tbsm	and	Tbss	measure	
a	total	of	15	m	thick.	Unit	Tbsm	is	12	m	thick.	Post-Bouse	fan	gravel	deposits	(Tfg2)	rest	on	an	erosional	unconformity.

Figure 9. Fine	to	very	fine,	well-sorted	quartz	sand	with	well-formed	cross-laminae,	abundant	climbing	ripples	and	wavy	lamination.
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overlying	unit	Tfg2,	grading	from	mixed	sand	and	gravel	
content, coarsening upwards into coarse conglomerate 
with	diminishing	sand	and	bioclastic	content	(Figure	12A).	
Gravel clasts are 
predominantly 
locally derived 
from bedrock 
or older fan 
deposits, and the 
lithologic mix is 
broadly similar to 
those observed 
in overlying 
Quaternary 
gravels. Clasts of 
reworked tufa, 
marl,	bioclastic	
calcarenite and 
trace clasts 
of individual 
branching 
charophyte  
(Halimeda sp.) 
are present and 
locally common, 
but not abundant 
(Figure	14).	Sorting	is	very	poor	and	imbrication	is	not	
obvious in many outcrops, but locally gravel beds dip 
moderately steeply basinward (Figure 15). Gravel shape 
ranges from angular to well-rounded, but is predominantly 
subangular	to	subrounded,	with	floating	rounded	to	well-
rounded 
orange-coated 
clasts that 
were likely 
derived from 
the lower 
Bouse gravel 
unit Tbg 
(Figure 15 and 
16).

The primary 
similarity 
between 
the upper 
bioclastic	unit	
and	bioclastic	
beds in in the 
basal Bouse 
carbonate 
(unit Tbcb) is 
the high fossil 
hash content in 

some beds, typically at or near the base of Tbz deposits. 
While	individual	specimens	of	clams	and	charophyte	
detritus	are	found	in	bioclastic	hash,	relationships	that	

may	be	indicative	of	in-
situ	fossil	communities	
in this unit are rare. 
Sedimentary structure, 
bed	forms,	siliciclastic	
content and especially 
stratigraphic	context	
to overlying and 
underlying units in Tbz 
contrast markedly with 
the	lower	bioclastic	
unit.	We	infer	that	Tbz	
deposits contain a mix 
of material eroded from 
pre-Bouse bedrock, 
pre- and syn-Bouse 
piedmont fanglomerate 
deposits, and various 
Bouse carbonate units 
based	on	the	following:	

1) apparent lack of in-situ 
charophyte	associations,	
2)	percent	tributary-

derived lithic conglomerate, and 3) sedimentary textures 
indicating	rapid	deposition	and	reworking	in	an	alluvial	fan	
and shallow-water environment.

Exposures of deposits we have mapped as Tbz range 
from ~90 m asl 
on the lower 
piedmont between 
Quarry/Big	Fault	
and	Cibola/
Marl washes, 
to	200	m	asl	
north of the Hart 
Mine Road. The 
highest currently 
recognized Tbz 
deposits	are	~210	
m asl, south of 
Milpitas	Wash,	
southwest of the 
Cibola quadrangle 
boundary (Homan, 
2014).	

Tbz deposits 
unconformably 

overlie Tbc deposits 
in all exposures of 

Figure 10. Festoon cross-bedding exhibited in ~10cm thick calcarenite sand 
between two conglomerate beds. Many but not all gravel clasts exhibit secondary 
rounding. 

Figure 11.	Bioclastic	calcarenite	beds	interbedded	with	red-brown	mudstone.	Mudcrack	
casts are preserved on the underside each calcarenite bed.
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that	we	have	found	in	the	map	area	above	160	m	asl,	as	
they	do	in	the	outcrops	south	of	Milpitas	Wash.	Within	the	
map	area,	exposures	in	this	altitude	range	are	restricted	
to the dissected landscape north of Hart Mine Road in the 
Cibola	SE	quadrangle,	where	they	range	from	~158	m	asl	in	
the	west	to	~198	m	at	the	easternmost	remnant.	In	most	
exposures, the contact between Tbz and Tbc deposits is 
sub-parallel planar to a mildly angular unconformity, but 
locally	Tbz	deposits	fill	obvious	small	channels	and	related	
erosional	forms	cut	into	Tbc	deposits	(Figure	16).	In	the	
exposures southwest of the map area, curving fractures up 
to	2	cm	wide	and	up	to	1	m	deep	formed	in	Tbc	deposits,	
and	were	partially	filled	with	Tbz	deposits	(Figure	17).	
These	have	been	interpreted	as	desiccation	cracks,	and	
therefore evidence of subaerial exposure of Tbc deposits, 
prior	to	Tbz	deposition	(Homan,	2014).	Whether	or	not	
they	are	actually	desiccation	cracks,	these	fractures	were	
almost likely open to the surface when Tbz deposits were 
emplaced. 

IIn most exposures of Tbz deposits we have observed 
between	160-110	m	asl	in	Arizona,	calcareous	deposits	
are	interbedded	with	fine	siliciclastic	deposits.	With	the	
exception	of	one	exposure	at	158-160	m	north	of	Hart	
Mine	Road,	all	of	the	exposures	of	Tbz	in	this	altitude	
range	are	in	the	hanging	wall	of	Big	Fault;	thus,	their	
positions	in	the	landscape	have	been	altered,	and	almost	
certainly dropped down by normal fault displacement. In 
these areas, Tbz beds with varying amounts of calcareous 
material are interbedded with and conformable over Tbs 
deposits	(see	cross	section	AA’	on	plate	1).	Generally,	
the upper surface of Tbz exposures is erosional with 
Quaternary deposits above it, so the original thickness 
is	unknown.	The	thickest	and	most	complete	sections	of	
Tbz	are	found	in	upper	Cibola/Marl	and	Quarry/Big	Fault	
washes,	where	they	are	approximately	15-18	m	thick.	It	is	
likely	that	Tbz	deposits	are	thickest	in	this	particular	area	
because of down-to-west displacement across Big Fault 
while	the	unit	was	being	deposited,	although	continued	
down-to-west	fault	displacement	after	they	were	
deposited	would	also	have	tended	to	favor	preservation	on	
the hanging wall vs the footwall. 

Figure	12.	A.	Interbedded	sand	and	gravel	with	minor	to	trace	
bioclastic	component.	Sand	has	characteristics	of	Colorado-
River sand. Lower 1 m of exposure consist of mud-cracked 
mud beds and laminae. B. Mudcracks in mudstone and cross-
bedded	calcarenite.	C.	Crudely	cross-stratified	calcarenite	and	
very poorly sorted gravelly sand. Clast above knife resembles 
marl unit Tbcm. 

A

C
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In areas closer to the valley axis between ~110-90 m asl, an 
erosional unconformity separates overlying Tbz deposits 
from	fine-grained	siliciclastic	deposits	of	unit	Tbs.	There	
only	limited	outcrops	exposing	this	relationship	in	Arizona,	
and there the contact is a mild erosional unconformity. 
Tbz deposits directly over Tbs deposits are much more 

extensively preserved on the Palo Verde piedmont in 
California, between ~130-100 m asl. In areas where the 
underlying	Tbs	deposits	are	highly	deformed	by	soft-	

sediment	mass	wasting	and	possibly	fault	deformation,	
Tbz deposits commonly rest on a profound angular 
unconformity	(e.g.,	Homan,	2014);	in	areas	where	
Tbs deposits are not deformed, the contact is mildly 
unconformable. 

The	upper	bioclastic	“limestone”	
has been interpreted as 
evidence	for	re-inundation	
of the southern Bouse basin 
after	development	of	a	
through-flowing	Colorado	
River	(Homan,	2014;	R.	Dorsey,	
written	communications,	
2015-2016).	We	offer	an	
alternative	interpretation	of	
the	depositional	environment	
recorded	by	unit	Tbz:	these	
deposits	represent	an	off-lap	
sequence of tributary-sourced 
alluvial margin sediments 
deposited across a piedmont 
covered with Bouse carbonate 
deposits that was being re-
exposed as the lake level 
declined. Lowering of the lake 

level	would	be	a	predicted	consequence	of	overflow	over	
a southern divide (Bright et al., in press), as the divide was 
gradually	lowered	by	fluvial	erosion	(e.g.,	Pearthree	and	

Figure	13.	Red-brown	mudstone	of	unit	Tbsm	with	two	interbeds	of	bioclastic-rich	sand.	
Clasts of subangular pebbles and cobbles are supported by calcarenite.

Figure	14.	Bioclastic-	and	silici-clastic	supported	conglomerate	(unit	Tbz)	immediately	overlying	Bouse	marl	unit	Tbcm.	
Rounded to well-rounded pebbles may have been reworked from unit Tbz, or they be in situ and record a beach 
environment.
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House,	2014).	This	postulated	lowering	of	the	lake	level	
would have exposed expanses of Bouse carbonate deposits 
that had previously been deposited across the landscape 
during the transgressive phase as the lake level rose 
toward	the	spillover	elevation.	As	the	lake	level	lowered	

either catastrophically (Bright et al., in press), gradually, 
or episodically, these Bouse carbonate deposits would 
have been eroded and mixed with material derived from 
the	adjacent	mountains	and	reworked	from	underlying	
fan deposits. Thus, we see a mix of carbonate fragments 
ranging in size from sand to small boulders and abundant 
locally	derived	siliciclastic	gravel,	including	a	small	fraction	
of oxidized, well-rounded locally-derived gravel that likely 
was reworked from unit Tbg. These carbonate-rich fan 
deposits prograded across piedmont areas that were 
exposed by the lowering lake level, tracking the declining 
lake	level	and	locally	interacting	with	the	lake	(Figure	21).	
The	thickest	Tbz	sections	are	those	that	are	interbedded	
with	fine	Bouse	siliciclastic	deposits;	these	deposits	may	

Figure	15.	Upper	bioclastic	unit	(Tbz),	conglomerate-
dominated facies in unconformable contact with underlying 
basal carbonate unit Tbc, north of Hart Mine Road, Cibola SE 
quadrangle. Arrows point to the unconformity. The moderately 
steeply inclined gravel beds in unit Tbz might be foreset beds, 
recording	tributary	deposition	into	a	body	of		water.

record	complex	interactions	between	fan	deposition	and	
lacustrine nearshore processes, with subaerial alluvial 
and	nearshore	beach	environments.	The	fine-grained	
siliciclastic	deposits	may	have	been	near	the	margin	of	an	
extensive delta supplied by the Colorado River, as the lake 
was	filling	with	sediment	and	approaching	the	level	of	the	
lowering spillover. Depending on the rate of lake lowering 
some areas of standing water may have supported in-
situ	charophyte	communities;	however,	we	interpret	the	
high	conglomerate	content	and	poor	degree	of	bioclastic	
sorting	to	represent	a	range	of	environments	restricted	to	
subaerial and shallow subaqueous lacustrine. 

We	suggest	that	the	erosional	relationship	between	Tbz	
and Tbs deposits closer to the valley axis developed as a 
product	of	post-lake	erosion	in	the	valley	axis.	Continued	
lowering of the former spillover, now a bedrock reach of 
the developing Colorado River, would have resulted in 
erosion	of	siliciclastic	Bouse	deposits	that	had	accumulated	
in	the	former	lake.	Presumably	this	erosion	was	initially	
focused	in	the	basin	axis	along	the	river.	We	postulate	that	
most of the Tbz deposits on the Palo Verde piedmont and 
the lowermost Tbz deposits on the Arizona side of the 
Colorado	River	post-date	the	termination	of	the	southern	
Bouse lake, and were graded to an early version of the 
Colorado River that was below 90 m asl.

Bulllhead Alluvium (Tcb)

Deposits of unit Tcb consist of quartz-rich sand, minor silt 
and clay, and subangular to well-rounded pebbles and 
cobbles,	some	portion	of	which	are	derived	from	distant	
parts	of	the	Colorado	River	watershed.	We	correlate	
these deposits with the early Pliocene Bullhead Alluvium, 
which has been found all along the lower Colorado 
River	and	represents	a	period	of	major	early	Pliocene	
river	aggradation	(Howard	et	al.,	2015).	Sand	is	typically	
medium to coarse, with common to abundant rounded 
quartz	grains	and	some	rounded,	hematite-stained	quartz	
grains	(Figure	18).	The	sand	fraction	also	includes	variable	
amounts of more angular grains of quartz and lithic 
fragments, most likely locally derived. Gravel clast content 
is	diverse,	varying	from	a	few	percent	to	almost	entirely	
exotic	(derived	from	outside	the	map	area).	We	consider	
the	presence	of	even	a	small	fraction	of	well-rounded,	
exotic	gravel	clasts	to	be	diagnostic	of	Bullhead	Alluvium,	
differentiated	from	Bouse	deposits	(no	exotic	rounded	
pebbles	and	cobbles,	typically	only	fine	quartz-rich	sand)	
or tributary alluvial fan deposits that are generally coeval 
with	Bullhead	aggradation	(essentially	no	exotic	gravel).	
Medium to large amplitude cross beds are common in 
sand and gravel deposits, and typically they are weakly to 
moderately indurated (Figure 19). Locally, sand is oxidized 
to	an	orange	color,	and	we	have	found	petrified	wood	in	
a	few	localities.	Lags	of	well-rounded	exotic	gravel	over	
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older	deposits	are	also	found	in	a	few	areas.	Some	finer-
grained	silt	and	clay	deposits	are	spatially	associated	
with more obvious Colorado River sand and gravel in a 
number	of	places,	but	these	make	up	a	small	fraction	of	

the unit in the map area, and in some areas it is not clear 
whether these deposits are part of the Bullhead Alluvium 
or	the	Bouse	Formation.	Quartz-rich	sand	and	rounded	
exotic	gravel	layers	are	interbedded	with	locally-derived	

fanglomerate (unit 
Tfg2),	primarily	on	the	
margins of the valley. 

Bullhead deposits are 
found	from	just	above	
the Holocene river 
floodplain	at	~80	m	asl	
to	as	high	as	~255-260	
m in the northeastern 
part of the map area. 
Based on the limited 
exposures in the area, 
quartz-rich sand and 
rounded gravel deposits 
of the Bullhead Alluvium 
apparently underlie 
most of the Trigo Moun-
tain piedmont in the 
northern	½	of	the	map	

area, with a thin veneer 
of Quaternary alluvial fan 
and terrace deposits. In 

Figure	16.	Conglomeratic	upper	bioclastic	unit	in	unconformable	contact	with	underlying	thin-bedded	Bouse	marl.	Upper	
deposits	filled	erosional	channel	forms,	highlighted	by	arrows.	The	upper	unit	contains	common	shell	fragments,	particularly	
near	the	base,	and	some	reworked	tufa	cobbles	and	small	boulders	(K.	House	is	pointing	to	some),	but	gravel	fraction	is	
primarily	siliciclastic	and	locally	sourced.	Base	of	exposure	is	local	fan	gravel	of	unit	Tfg1.

Figure	17.	Upper	bioclastic	unit,	calcarenite	and	quartz	arenite	sand	in	unconformable	contact	with	
underlying	Bouse	marl.	Sand	fills	in	tension-related	cracks	in	marl	unit	(pencil	and	arrow).	These	cracks	
might	indicate	subaerial	exposure	of	the	underlying	Bouse	carbonate	prior	to	deposition	of	the	upper	
bioclastic	unit,	but	unlike	mudcracks	these	cracks	extend	several	10’s	of	cm	across	bedding	in	marl.
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some places Bullhead deposits are very close to the bed-
rock mountain front, whereas in other areas most of the 
upper piedmont consists of tributary alluvial fan deposits. 
We	infer	that	this	is	a	result	of	complex	spatial	interactions	
between	river	and	tributary	aggradation.	The	very	highest	
preserved outcrops of Bullhead Alluvium are close to the 

mountain front in the northeastern part of the map area, 
where	distinct	beds	of	quartz-rich	sand	and	rounded	gravel	
are interbedded with and overlain by tributary fan gravel. 
The highest Tcb deposits are near the top of a ridge with 
very thin Quaternary fan deposits above them for a fair 
distance	and	yield	essentially	the	same	elevation	estimate	
(258	m)	at	several	locations.	These	high	Tcb	deposits	are	
overlain close to the mountain front by tributary gravel 
in	which	we	found	no	rounded	exotic	gravel,	so	these	
elevations	are	probably	fairly	realistic	estimates	for	the	
maximum	level	of	Bullhead	aggradation	in	that	area.	In	
the southern part of the map area (roughly south of Hart 
Mine Road), Bullhead deposits are much more limited in 
extent and most of the piedmont is underlain by Bouse 
deposits.	We	do	find	scarce	lags	of	rounded	river	gravel	on	
slopes, and some exposures of quartz-rich sand and gravel, 
indicating	that	the	Bullhead	deposits	were	probably	inset	
into	and	lapped	onto	Bouse	deposits.	At	several	localities	
on	the	upper	piedmont	in	the	Quarry/Big	Fault	and	Cibola/
Marl wash area, we have found pockets of surface lags 
of	exotic	rounded	gravel,	and	some	intact	beds	of	exotic	
rounded gravel and quartz-rich sand that are almost cer-

tainly interbedded with coeval tributary fan deposits over 
Bouse deposits.

The	general	relationships	between	Bullhead	Alluvium	and	
siliciclastic	deposits	of	the	Bouse	Formation	is	fairly	clear	in	
the	map	area.	We	find	Bullhead	Alluvium	inset	well	below	

the	maximum	level	of	siliciclastic	Bouse	deposition	(~80	
m	vs.	~160	m	asl),	so	there	must	have	been	an	erosional	
interval	between	deposition	of	these	2	sets	of	deposits	
similar to what has been documented in other parts of the 
lower	Colorado	River	Valley	(Pearthree	and	House,	2014;	
Howard	et	al.,	2015).	In	the	area	north	of	Hart	Mine	Road,	
we	find	obvious	Tcb	rounded	exotic	gravel	and	medium	
sand deposits in a swath ranging from ~100-115 m asl. At 
about	the	same	elevation	immediately	to	the	east	and	up	
to ~150 m asl, there are beds of greenish and reddish mud 
and	fine	sand	that	are	probably	Bouse	siliciclastic	deposits.	
The	maximum	level	of	Bullhead	aggradation	in	the	map	
area is nearly 100 m higher than the highest documented 
Tbs deposits, so we infer an erosional and onlapping 
relationship	between	the	Tcb	and	Tbs	deposits	in	the	valley	
axis but have not found outcrops to demonstrate this in 
detail. 

Faulting and other deformation

In the map area, there is obvious, primarily down-to-west 
displacement across a high-angle, west-dipping fault zone 

Figure	18.	Extensive,	up	to	45	m-high	exposure	of	Bullhead	Alluvium	on	the	north	side	of	Crazy	Woman	Wash.	Deposits	are	primarily	
medium to coarse sand, but gravel beds are common and typically are more resistant, forming ledges on the slope. Beds of silt and 
clay	are	exposed	in	the	upper	part	of	the	ridge.	A	small	remnant	of	a	tributary	alluvial	fan	deposit	caps	the	ridge	near	the	left	edge	
of	the	photo;	beneath	it,	Bullhead	deposits	are	orange-stained.	Base	of	the	section	is	about	185	m	asl.

silt and clay beds

old tributary gravel

Tcb gravel beds
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that	has	been	labeled	“Big	Fault”.	Our	mapping	revealed	a	
substantial	number	of	additional	faults	that	displace	Bouse	
deposits, and in a few areas, displace Bullhead deposits. 
Many	of	these	additional	faults	may	be	related	to	Big	Fault.	
We	did	not	find	any	definitive	evidence	of	displacement	
of Quaternary deposits along any of the faults. Several 
stratigraphic	units	in	the	Bouse	Formation	apparently	
thicken into the subsurface toward the valley axis, and 
this	has	been	used	to	infer	that	active	subsidence	was	
occurring	while	the	Bouse	Formation	was	being	deposited	
(Homan,	2014;	O’Connell	et	al.,	in	press).	In	addition,	
there	are	many	areas	where	Bouse	siliciclastic	deposits	are	
moderately to intensely deformed, and fewer places where 
Bouse	carbonate	deposits	are	substantially	deformed.	
Much	of	this	deformation	is	likely	due	to	subaqueous	
mass	movements	(medium	to	large	scale	soft	sediment	
deformation),	but	these	may	have	been	triggered	by	
seismic shaking.

Big	Fault	is	a	generally	N-trending,	steeply	W-dipping	fault	
zone	that	extends	for	about	5	km	in	the	southern	½	of	
the map area. At its southern limit, the fault zone is quite 
close to the western front of the Trigo Mountains, but 
at	its	northern	end	in	the	Hart	Mine	Wash	area	it	is	~2.5	
km outboard from the mountain front. Much of the fault 
zone consists of one to two fault strands striking north-
northwesterly. Locally rock units are warped and back-
tilted	towards	the	fault	zone	in	addition	to	relatively	minor	
synthetic	and	antithetic	faults.	

Displacement of lower Bouse rock units varies from about 
5	m	down-to-west	offset	on	the	western	strand,	to	an	
estimated	maximum	of	25	to	35	m	offset	on	the	eastern	
strand	between	Big	Fault	and	Cibola	Washes	(see	Figure	20	
and	cross-section	AA’).	Metzger	et	al.	(1973)	estimated	45	
m	(150	ft)	of	stratigraphic	throw	across	the	Big	Fault	zone,	
but they did not detail the data that were used to make 
that	estimate.		We	estimate	the	vertical	displacement	near	
the	middle	of	the	fault	zone	in	the	Quarry/Big	Fault	Wash	
are	to	be	at	least	20	m	based	on	minimum	stratigraphic	
throw	of	unit	Tbct	(122	m-elev.	in	hanging	wall,	140	to	
146	m-elev.	in	footwall).	Somewhat	farther	north	at	in	
upper	Hidden	Wash,	the	base	of	unit	is	not	exposed	in	
the	hanging	wall	but	is	<105	m	asl,	and	is	126	m	asl	on	
the	footwall	(>20	vertical	displacement).	The	northern	
extent	the	fault	exposures	can	be	seen	in	Hart	Mine	Wash,	
where monoclonal warping and normal faults are exposed 
on	the	north	face	of	Hart	Mine	Wash	(shown	in	cross	
section	BB’).	Faults	at	this	locality	have	the	strike	NW	with	
a	near-vertical,	east-	and	west-	steeply-dipping	attitudes.	
Vertical	offsets	vary	from	a	few	meters	to	unknown	
amounts.	Based	on	the	elevations	of	unit	Tfg2	and	Tbs	
outcrops mapped on east and west of this exposure the 
total	amount	of	offset	appears	to	be	at	least	as	much	
as	the	relief	in	the	monocline,	an	estimated	30	to	45	m	
down to the west. Also exposed on the north side of Hart 
Mine	Wash	are	complex	deformation	structures	in	unit	
Tbs	resembling	soft-sediment	and	slumping	deformation	
underlying	unit	Tfg2	which	exhibits	minor	brittle	

Figure 19. Moderately indurated, primarily medium to coarse Bullhead sand. Medium-scale cross beds are evident above the rock 
hammer.
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deformation,	which	indicates	soft-sediment	deformation	
prior	to	deposition	of	unit	Tfg2.

Immediately	adjacent	to	and	within	the	Big	Fault	zone	an	
angular unconformity is present between units Tbz and 
Tbcm.	However,	approximately	20	to	30	m	west	of	the	
strike of Big Fault this unconformity is not present and 
Tbz is interpreted to be conformable with underlying unit 
Tbs.	We	infer	from	this	relationship	that	the	lower	Bouse	
carbonate	was	faulted	and	warped	during	deposition	of	
coeval	units	Tbs	and	Tbz.	The	lower	Bouse	was	partially	
eroded in the footwall and buried by Tbs sand in the 
hanging	wall.	Deposition	of	bioclastic-rich	sand	and	
conglomerate	continued	across	the	fault	zone	forming	an	

unconformity with the Bouse marl Tbcm and conformity 
with	siliciclastic	Bouse	sand	in	a	shallow	fluvio-deltaic	
setting.		Following	deposition	of	Tbz,	and	likely	Tfg2	and	
Tcb	units,	Big	Fault	continued	to	offset	older	units.	Early	
Pleistocene	unit	Qo	shows	no	signs	of	offset.			
Similar	stratigraphic	relationships	and	timing	of	Big	Fault	
activity	are	exposed	on	the	south	side	of	Big	Fault	valley	
in a small channel cut into latest Pleistocene alluvium. 
Here	a	continuous	exposure	of	unit	Tbz,	estimated	to	be	
18	m	thick,	is	present	from	the	wash	floor	in	contact	with	
reddish light brown sandstone and mudstone, grading 
upwards	from	a	conglomeratic	calcarenite	into	siliciclastic	

sand and conglomerate up to the base of fanglomerate 
unit Tfg1. The lower ~5 m of Tbz is displaced against Tbcm 
along small faults that are probably subsidiary structures 
to	the	main	fault	zone.	The	middle	portion	of	unit	Tbz	
depositionally	overlies	these	faults	and	does	not	appear	
to be displaced. Tbz deposits abut older fanglomerate 
deposits across the main fault zone to the east, and no Tbc 
or	Tbz	deposits	currently	remain	on	the	adjacent	footwall.	
These	relationships	suggest	that	displacement	continued	
after	deposition	of	Tbz,	and	Tbc	and	possibly	Tbz	deposits	
on	the	footwall	were	removed	by	erosion	during	and	after	
faulting	because	they	were	less	protected	positions	in	the	
landscape. 

Sequence-stratigraphic interpretation of 
Bouse deposition

The	basal	gravel	and	carbonate	deposits	overlain	by	fine	
siliciclastic	deposits	have	long	been	recognized	as	the	
typical	stratigraphic	sequence	in	the	Bouse	Formation	(e.g.,	
Metzger,	1968;	Buising,	1990;	House	et	al.,	2008).	Recent	
work has supported the concept that basal carbonate 
deposition	resulted	from	initial	inundation	of	a	basin-and-
range	landscape,	with	fine	siliciclastic	sediment	supplied	
primarily by the Colorado River being deposited somewhat 

Figure	20.	In	Big	Fault	Wash	looking	south	Big	Fault	with	unit	Tfg1	in	the	footwall	(left)	and	units	Tfg1	at	wash	level,	overlain	by	
Tbcm	and	Tbz	in	the	hanging	wall	(right).	Thickness	of	Tbcm	is	estimated	to	be	~3	meters.	Conglomerate	facies	in	unit	Tbz	forms	an	
unconformity on underlying unit Tbcm.

Tbz 

Tfg1Tfg1
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later	at	any	particular	location	(e.g.,	Pearthree	and	House,	
2014;	Homan,	2014).	In	the	downstream-spilling	lacustrine	
model	for	Bouse	deposition	proposed	by	Pearthree	and	
House	(2014),	the	maximum	level	of	lake	inundation	and	
thus	carbonate	accumulation	is	higher	in	most	places	than	
the	maximum	level	of	siliciclastic	deposition,	in	particular	
sand deposits that were not deposited out of suspension 
in	the	lake.	Carbonate	deposition	primarily	records	rising	
lake	levels	in	the	landscape.	Because	sediment	flux	was	
much	less	than	water	flux	and	thus	lagged	far	behind	it,	
the	maximum	level	of	sand	deposition	was	highest	in	
the northernmost parts of these basins where the river 
entered, and generally tracked the declining lake levels in 
each	basin	as	spillover	elevations	were	lowered	by	erosion.	
In	this	model,	the	prediction	for	the	southern	(Blythe)	
basin	is	that	a	large	lake	filled	slowly	with	Colorado	River	
water	to	a	maximum	elevation	of	>300m	asl,	at	which	time	
it spilled over to the south and the lake level dropped due 
to catastrophic failure, incremental failure, and intervals of 
erosion	related	to	overflow.	Siliciclastic	deposition	had	the	
potential	to	reach	levels	as	high	as	300+	m	in	the	Parker	
area where the river entered the basin, but would be 
progressively lower farther south in the basin because the 
lake	level	was	falling	as	deposition	continued.	The	Cibola	
area is in the southernmost part of the Blythe basin, and 
thus	there	is	potential	for	a	large	difference	in	maximum	
elevations	of	carbonate	and	sand	deposition.

The Bouse deposits exposed in the Cibola area can be 
understood	in	the	context	of	a	sequence-stratigraphic	
model	of	rising	and	falling	lake	levels	(Figure	21).	
Basal	carbonate	deposits	record	the	gradual	filling	of	the	
lake	to	levels;	in	the	map	area,	we	find	reworked	local	
gravel (Tbg) and basal carbonate deposits (Tbct) as high 
as	275	m	asl,	a	partial	record	of	the	rising	lake	level.	Other	
carbonate units (Tbcb, Tbcm) record deepening water 
depth	at	particular	localities.	We	have	not	found	deposits	
recording	deep	water	depositional	conditions	higher	than	
~180	m	asl,	but	cannot	say	conclusively	whether	they	were	
not deposited at higher levels or were removed by erosion.

Siliciclastic	Bouse	deposits	record	partial	filling	of	the	
valley with sediment supplied by the Colorado River. 
The	upsection	trend	from	clay	to	silt	to	fine	sand	records	
prodelta	to	proximal	delta	deposition.	Maximum	level	of	
sand	deposition	is	~160	m	asl,	much	lower	than	maximum	
water/carbonate	level.	As	was	discussed	above,	this	may	
be explained by spillover and erosion lowering lake level as 
siliciclastic	sediment	filled	this	part	of	the	southern	basin.	
The southern Bouse lake was terminated by lowering and 
filling	~160	m	asl.

The	upper	bioclastic	deposits	record	the	lowering	lake	
level,	representing	an	off-lap	sequence	of	tributary-

sourced alluvial margin sediments deposited across a 
piedmont covered with Bouse carbonate deposits that 
was being re-exposed as the water level declined (Figure 
21).	Lowering	of	the	lake	level	would	be	a	predicted	
consequence	of	overflow	over	a	southern	divide	(Bright	et	
al.,	in	press),	as	the	divide	was	gradually	lowered	by	fluvial	
erosion	(e.g.,	Pearthree	and	House,	2014).	This	postulated	
lowering of the lake level would have exposed expanses 
of Bouse carbonate deposits that had previously been 
deposited across the landscape during the transgressive 
phase	as	the	lake	level	rose	toward	the	spillover	elevation.	
As the lake level lowered either catastrophically (Bright 
et al., in press), gradually, or episodically, these Bouse 
carbonate deposits would have been eroded and mixed 
with	material	derived	from	the	adjacent	mountains	and	
reworked from underlying fan deposits. These carbonate-
rich fan deposits prograded across piedmont areas that 
were exposed by the lowering lake level, tracking the 
declining	lake	level	and	locally	interacting	with	the	lake	
(Figure	21).	As	base	level	continued	to	progressively	lower	
inset	terraces	of	Tbz	and	Tfg2	resulted	in	erosion	of	older	
Bouse units further towards the valley axis, decreasing 
in	bioclastic	content	and	increase	in	siliciclastic	content.	
Coarse,	gravel-dominated	fanglomerate	unit	Tfg2	would	
subsequently track base-level lowering and prograde-
aggrade	over	unit	Tbz.	The	thickest	Tbz	sections	are	those	
that	are	interbedded	with	fine	Bouse	siliciclastic	deposits;	
these	deposits	may	record	complex	interactions	between	
fan	deposition	and	lacustrine	nearshore	processes,	with	
subaerial alluvial and nearshore beach environments. 
The	fine-grained	siliciclastic	deposits	may	have	been	
near the margin of an extensive delta supplied by the 
Colorado	River,	as	the	lake	was	filling	with	sediment	and	
approaching the level of the lowering spillover. Post-
lake erosion by the river in the valley axis resulted in 
erosion	of	siliciclastic	Bouse	deposits	and	progradation	
of Tbz deposits over them, down to at least 90 m asl. 
Depending on the rate of lake lowering some areas of 
standing water may have supported in-situ charophyte 
and	clam	communities;	however,	we	interpret	the	high	
conglomerate	content	and	poor	degree	of	bioclastic	sorting	
to represent a range of low-energy environments restricted 
to subaerial and shallow subaqueous lacustrine.
 



Figure	21.	Generalized	chrono-	and	sequence-stratigraphic	columns	for	the	Bouse	and	Bullhead	Formations.
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